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Preface

This book is intended for all mathematics educators committed to transforming
mathematics teacher education with an explicit focus on equity. We (the editors)
provide guidance and examples to those working with prospective and practicing
teachers of mathematics who want to create positive, culturally responsive, and
equitable mathematics experiences for our nation’s youth. The ideas and approaches
discussed in this book build on the Teachers Empowered to Advance Change in
Mathematics (TEACH Math) project,1 which had specific goals focused on developing a new generation of preK-8 mathematics teachers to connect mathematics,
children’s mathematical thinking, and community and family knowledge – or what
we have come to call children’s multiple mathematical knowledge bases – in mathematics instruction. Part of our work in the TEACH Math project included the
development of three instructional modules (for mathematics methods courses2) to
support the project’s goals (see Chap. 2 for details about the modules). The TEACH
Math project leaders, who are the editors of this book, used and refined these modules over eight semesters, after which, in Fall 2014, a dissemination conference was
held to share our material with other mathematics teacher educators from a variety
of universities across the United States.
The ideas for this book emerged at the TEACH Math writing conference in June
2016. This conference brought together the mathematics teacher educators who had
attended the dissemination conference and who had used and adapted the modules
in their own contexts (including, but not limited to, mathematics methods courses).
The authors represent diverse programs and geographical contexts and teach prospective and practicing teachers from a variety of socioeconomic and ethnic backgrounds. This book shares the experiences of these mathematics teacher educators.
The TEACH Math project was funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation (Grant
No. 1228034). Any opinions, findings, conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this material
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.
2
Mathematics methods courses in the United States tend to be one or two quarters or one semester
in duration as part of one’s undergraduate teacher education program, with a specific focus on the
teaching and learning of mathematics.
1
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The authors provide accounts of supports, challenges, and tensions that they have
encountered in implementing equity-based mathematics teacher education. We
view these chapters as providing rich evidence and illustrative examples for how
other mathematics teacher educators and professional developers3 might make the
modules work for their unique practices, courses, workshops, and teachers.
Part I of the book includes three chapters written by TEACH Math project leaders, and we see these three chapters as providing a foundation for understanding the
work described in the rest of the book. Specifically, Chap. 1 describes the story of
the TEACH Math project and highlights the project’s conceptual and theoretical
underpinnings. Chapter 2 describes each of the three modules in detail, including
each module’s goals and distinct activities. Chapter 3, then, draws on our experiences as TEACH Math project leaders to highlight various decisions mathematics
teacher educators may likely need to make as they prepare to use the modules in
their own contexts.
Part II focuses on work around the Community Mathematics Exploration (CME)
module. This section begins with Crystal Kalinec-Craig and Maria del Rosario
Zavala (Chap. 4) sharing the ways they used the CME in their own contexts and
identifying important entry points and scaffolds for prospective teachers across
various moments during their courses. In Chap. 5, Craig Willey and Weverton
Ataide Pinheiro share their experiences in implementing the CME in their urban
elementary teacher education program and describe its impact on prospective elementary teachers’ outlooks on culturally relevant mathematics teaching with urban
youth. Considering other ways the CME might impact prospective teachers,
Kathleen Stoehr (Chap. 6) examines prospective teachers’ reflections after engaging
in a CME, demonstrating that the CME can be a valuable tool to support their
understanding of how to make connections in their mathematics teaching to their
student’s home and community experiences and practices. Concluding this section,
in Chap. 7, Zavala and Stoehr analyze prospective teachers’ CME work to better
understand how they bring forth ideas of social justice into mathematics tasks that
have strong connections to students’ communities.
The chapters in Part III center on work with activities in the Classroom Practices
Module. In Chap. 8, Amy Parks and Anita Wager describe how the video lenses tool
in the module can support teacher educators preparing PK-3 teachers, providing
suggestions for extending the video lenses tool with questions particular to early
childhood contexts. In Chap. 9, Julie Amador and Darrell Earnest consider the
Curriculum Spaces Analysis tool as a support for prospective teachers’ curricular
noticing, particularly with respect to analysis of curriculum materials in ways that
enable the integration of students’ mathematical and community resources.
Part IV considers ways that identity and positionality work shape our praxis as
mathematics teacher educators. In Chap. 10, Crystal Kalinec-Craig, Theodore
Although the modules were developed for mathematics methods courses, we have used the materials with practicing teachers in graduate courses and in professional development contexts. We
encourage the readers to consider and adapt the modules for other teacher learning and development courses and workshops.
3
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Chao, Luz Maldonado, and Sylvia Celedón-Pattichis analyze their own and their
prospective teachers’ work with a Mathematics Autobiography assignment (an
activity we used in TEACH Math as a precursor to the Mathematics Learning Case
Study Module) as a means of supporting more mathematics teachers and teacher
educators to adopt a humanizing stance toward mathematics education. In Chap. 11,
these same authors describe various activities they use to engage prospective teachers in critical reflection on their identities and positionalities before they engage in
specific TEACH Math module activities. These activities include Photovoice
Interviews (Chao), Numbers about Me Posters, and Instagram Math Trails
(Maldonado), exploring Rights of the Learner (Kalinec-Craig), and Mathematics
Autobiographies (Celedón-Pattichis). Finally, Gladys Krause and Luz Maldanado
(Chap. 12) analyze and use scenarios shared by bilingual prospective teachers to
consider the implications for teacher preparation programs as they strive to provide
prospective teachers with situational awareness and instruction attuned to bilingual
students’ needs.
This book is the product of the experiences and expertise of 19 individuals who
are committed to the improvement of mathematics teacher education. We are
indebted to the authors who have contributed to this book, and we appreciate their
willingness to share their work.
East Lansing, MI, USA  Tonya Gau Bartell
East Lansing, MI, USA  Corey Drake
Pullman, WA, USA  Amy Roth McDuffie
Tacoma, WA, USA  Julia M. Aguirre
Tucson, AZ, USA  Erin E. Turner
Flushing, NY, USA  Mary Q. Foote
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